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program of the Festival
6 P.M. to 6:30 P.M.  

Opening of the 5th Festival Merlinka in Sarajevo 
Opening of the Exhibition "17:15" Nina Durdevic

Series of photos named 17:15 shows trans and gender variant people in equal, 
classic, documentary way in their everyday activities, typical to all the people 
without emphasizing the differences (which actually don’t exist), so that we 
would be reminded about universality and oneness of all people. Photographs 
show portraits of few persons ́ captured´ at specific part of the day, at 17:15, doing 
all kinds of activities – at the workplace, in the bar, walking through the city, 

depending where they were at that time.

6:30 P.M. to 9 P.M.
Unspoken (2016), 

documentary, Elma Islamović, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 16'
Movie Unspoken is a documentary story about young lesbian and gay persons in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina that are un/accepted, a story about the communication 
with parents, about what is it that creates walls and what are we actually 

afraid of. Nera, one of the movie participants introduces us with her family.

Strike a Pose (2016), 
documentary, Ester Gould, Reijer Zwaan, Netherlands, Belgium, 83'

In 1990 seven young male dancers – 6 gay, 1 straight – joined Madonna on her 
most controversial tour. On stage and in the iconic film Truth or Dare they 

showed the world how to express yourself. Now, 25 years later, they reveal the 
truth about life during and after the tour. Strike a Pose is a dramatic tale 

about overcoming shame and finding the courage to be who you are.
 

Cocktail 

4 P.M. to 6 P.M, 
short films and panel Our personal is political 

I know you are but what am I? 
(2016), documentary, Nada Sinić, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 17'

We are introduced to a transgender person named Kris. The way the camera follows 
Kris through various environments witnesses a very private story. He uses his 
artistic creativity in order to show and explain himself, which is the basis of the 

movie story.

Transition (2016), 
short film, Milica Tomović, Serbia, 22'

Jana says goodbye to her band members, friends, ex-girlfriend and her family. They 
all share a feeling of regret saying goodbye to her, but also joy for her bright 
future in Michigan, where she’s going on post graduate studies. Only her sister 
knows a secret, that Jana is not going away to study, Jana is going away to have 

her sex change. These are her two days to say goodbye to her life.

The Naked Body (2015), 
short documentary film, Diego Carvalho Sá, Brazil, 20'

In this hybrid of documentary and fiction a director is documenting how people 
relate to nudity and their own body, meanwhile behind the scenes the director gets 

involved with one of the subjects.

panel Our personal is political

6 P.M. to 8 P.M.
Sick (2016), 

documentary, Hrvoje Mabić, Croatia, 85’
At the age of 16 Ana was locked up in a psychiatric hospital by her parents who 
arranged the treatment for curing her homosexuality with the hospital director. 
After five years she is free and longs for a girl who won’t find her crazy because 
of her PTSD condition. She finds one in her new love Martina. They get engaged and 
plan their wedding. However, Martina’s huge patience and devotion wanes with time 
as she finds Ana more obsessed with her traumatic past than with the life they’re 
sharing together. ‘Sick’ is a film about love, betrayal, revenge, and forgiveness.

friday, january 27, 2017

saturday, january 28, 2017

8 P.M. to 10 P.M.
Where Are You Going, Habibi? (2015), 

comedy, drama, Tor Iben, Germany, 80’
Ibrahim falls in love with Alexander, a blond, blue eyed German criminal and 
show wrestler who is straight – an impossible friendship that surpasses the both 

of them.

10 P.M. to 00:00 A.M.
Drag show - House of Flamingo

After they won Serbia and Slovenia, House of Flamingo boldly marches on towards 
their first visit to Bosnia and Herzegovina. Colinda Evangelista, Entity, Roxanne 
and Spasm Orgasm are, for the first time, going to spread their wings in front 
of the Sarajevo audience that will receive its life, death, prison sentence and a 

much-needed bit of glamour. D   rag your asses darlings!

00:00 to 1:30 A.M. 
Party – DJ Davor, K.I.L. DIGITAL


